Development of Inert, Polymer-Bonded Simulants for Explosives Detection Systems Based on Transmission X-ray.
Explosives detection systems (EDS) based on X-ray are used at airports to screen baggage for the presence of explosives. In Europe and the United States, EDS equipment is tested extensively by specialist test centres prior to approval for operational use in airports. Once EDS are installed in airports, however, it can be challenging to test the EDS equipment and verify that it continues to perform at the highest level, because of the impracticality of introducing bulk explosives into civil aviation airports. We have developed inert, non-toxic polymer-bonded simulants and validated them against real explosives using EDS equipment. The accuracy of our simulants is within 1% of the target bulk density, and within 2% of the target effective atomic number, and the materials have a stability of at least 4 years, with an uncertainty of 0.5%. The simulants generate alarms in almost 100% of cases on a wide range of commercial EDS models, and we consider the simulants fit for purpose for use during testing of EDS equipment at airports.